Internships in the Silicon Valley

Price Resourcing offers high paid internships in the Silicon Valley for talented graduates/recent graduates who have a strong understanding and practical experience in the world of software development.

Our current opportunity is below; however, if you believe you have what it takes to work in a challenging environment in the Silicon Valley, send us your CV anyways as other positions may open up in the meantime.

Eligibility

http://j1visa.state.gov/programs/intern/ or http://j1visa.state.gov/programs/trainee

CV’s and questions should be sent to sheereen@priceresourcing.com

The Opportunity:

We are looking for an ambitious Senior Engineer who will interact closely with the data science and business development teams as well as the company’s founders on the development of core technologies, design and execute assessments and other analyses. The position requires an innovative, results driven individual that can thrive both as an independent researcher, developer, and project manager. The ideal candidate would demonstrate the character and qualities of a thought leader through the completion of key projects, and will receive leadership opportunities within our engineering team commensurate with their experience level and performance.

Responsibilities:

- Provide input for estimating and preparing project plans and timelines
- Work as a team member with founding team members and platform project manager to meet objectives on time and on budget
- Document code, processes, and procedures as needed
- Clear thinker and effective communicator
- Ability to create and lead complex projects

Skills and Qualifications:

- BS or Master’s Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, equivalent, and 3+yrs of experience
- Fluency in C++/C/JAVA required. PHP, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery experience a plus
- Demonstrated experience with unstructured/NoSQL/big data (HBASE, Hadoop/Storm…) technologies
- Passion for machine learning and NLP technologies and hungry for the opportunity to build solutions using the latest research and discoveries
- Very analytical mind with experience translating (and possibly creating) complex algorithms into code
- Experience architecting/assembling/integrating/setting up new technologies and stacks from scratch
- Expert in mining social network firehose data (or serious interest in becoming one)
- Understanding of cloud application design and UX principles, Photoshop, Web-Analytics a plus
- Someone who has demonstrated success and thrives in an fast-paced entrepreneurial culture
- Strong integrity, always striving for excellence, and leading by example
- Values creation through innovation
- Collaborative team player who can successfully work within a flat organization

Who should apply?

- Those looking to work hard and highly motivated.
- Those with a core understanding of web 2.0 principles and beyond.
- Those with a technical understanding of most popular social media platforms and of course an interest in social networking.
- Most importantly, those who live with their social network and utilize social tools to connect with friends and business contacts (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, YouTube, Meetup, LinkedIn, StumbleUpon, Delicious, Reddit, Flickr, plus wikis and blogs).

Start date

- Summer 2014 or sooner

Compensation

- $20/hour

Program duration

- 12-18 months

Location:

Company is headquartered in the heart of San Francisco’s Financial District.

How to Apply:

Please send CV to sheereen@priceresourcing.com

Price Resourcing

www.priceresourcing.com